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Abstract 
Product development is often described as an iterative process of finding solutions 
that match specific requirements. The many dimensions of this process include time, 
organization, product-specific elements sueh as the level of abstraction and detail, and 
analysis to verify the product's properties. 
Many types of software tools arc used to generate and visualize the concept shape. 
These include CAD (computer-aided design) tools; tools to simulate and verify 
product properties, such as FE (finite element analysis) and MBS (multihody 
systems); and tools for handling product data such as PDM (product data 
management). !~j~p~per foc~~thc effective use o~ simu~i9!l softw_~~~_.~I:l_cb_~~_FE 
and MBS tools to support the processoTYefifyingUrat a p~oduet rrfe"e:ts the fonnulated 
reg~j~~m.£nts: 'jhe- sinllilafiansoftwarecan-bcused -fJr--such things -as selecting 
altemativesolutions or as a final check or optimization of a solution concept. It\, can 
be used even more effectively if it is supported by a framcwork for handling the 
infonnation created during the verification process. 

This paper presents a proposal to a question-answer driven process for verif!E,a~io1J,.{)f 
~r<!duct requi,reme!lts~ Tfiis piocess-is"basool5n-tlicfrnmcWork presenrea-by the author 
in lAndersson 2004a, 2004bl The process is illustrated in a modeling and simulation 
scenario of a lifting unit in a wheel loader from Volvo CE. This scenario focus on 
modeling and simulation activities and how these can be supported in a question
answer driven process that investigates the behavior of the lifting unit. 

1. Introduction 
The potential of using modern commercial analysi!> ~oftware have not been yet fully 
accounted for in industry. It is still often used solely as a basis for verification of 
product properties late in the design process. Onc aspcct that is often not considcred is 
the large amount of knowledge that is documented together with the analysis results. 
If this knowledge can be structured in a way that. allows for reuse, it can, e.g. be used 
in the case of redesign of an existing product for a new customer or during an 
evaluation situated when comparing different product concep~ where some of the 
modelling objects can be valuable to rcusc. It can also be used as a support or 
education tool for less experienced engineers. 
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